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Welcome...
...to the winter installment of Integrated 
Catchment Management (ICM) news.  
After a busy summer and autumn farm 
planning, the team is now tidying up farm 
plans with second visits and seeing what 
changes people have made, or are going 
to make in the near future.  

We have also been undertaking another 
round of evaluation to provide us with 
information on what your views are of the 
project work and how we can continue to 
improve it.  From this research it seems 
most people are happy with the way we 
are going about our work and are happy 
to be involved in the programme.  

One point that was raised during the 
evaluation is the need to clarify the 
future of ICM.  People have heard mixed 
messages regarding Environment Waikato 
budget cuts to many programmes and 
want to know what this means for the ICM 
programme.  

The ICM programme will continue for 
the next seven years as planned under 
our Long Term Council Community Plan.  
However, there have been reductions in 
proposed budgets across a wide range 
of programmes including ICM, Clean 
Streams and Biosecurity.  Such cuts will 
impact our future staffing levels as we 
move into the much larger Upper Waikato 
catchment area so we are going to have to 
make adjustments to the way we work.  

For this reason we are now developing 
stronger working relationships with the 
fertiliser industry and the primary sector 
(Dairy NZ, Fonterra and Meat and Wool 
NZ) to ensure field teams are maximising 
overlap in work areas and aware of 
each other’s programmes. One initiative 
about to start with these organisations is 
building on the ICM case study work and 
taking this wider to identify what makes a 
farm nutrient efficient at a range of farm 
intensities and to test the profitability of 
nutrient mitigation.  

Continued overleaf Inside the Herd Home animal shelter. Note the slatted floor over the effluent 
bunker. Shade cloth keeps the herd cool in summer and is drawn back to keep 

cows warm in winter under the clear roof. 

Update
ICM Field trip – Herd Homes and Organics 
On 14 April the ICM team held a field trip just outside the Little Waipa 
catchment to view Herd Homes and organic farms.  In total 23 people 
attended and enjoyed a very nice day off farm to have a look at two very 
different farm systems.  These farm systems were chosen by the ICM team as 
they both have lower than average nutrient losses, and provide options for 
farmers to increase nutrient efficiency on farm.  

The first stop was at Hank and Jacqui Weijers Herd Home. Hank and Jacqui 
took over the farm just off State Highway One,17 years ago. Hank describes 
the farm at that stage as the worst in the area but with a lot of potential.   It 
has always been a wet farm with two thirds of the farm in waterlogged flats 
meaning winter is always difficult to manage.  As with many farmers, the 
Weijers went through typical steps from feeding in paddock, to using races 
and then all the way through to putting in the Herd Home after other steps 
created more headaches than they were worth. 

The Herd Home went in two years ago. With this came increased feeding 
of supplement, increased stocking rate and the ability to calve spring and 
autumn and winter milk. These benefits mean that payback on the cost of 
putting the Herd Home in should be relatively short term.  Other benefits on 
farm have included less pugging and trampling damage, the ability to more 
actively manage pasture quality with the herd, and more control on animal 
intakes.  

While environmental protection was not the key driver for putting in the Herd 
Home, nutrient losses on farm have decreased and fertiliser spend is down 
with the Herd Home bunker effluent material cutting out autumn fertiliser 
requirements on the flats. This Herd Home solution does not lead to water 
related issues like feedpads may (too much water to land apply in winter) as it 
separates storm water and allows for spreading of effluent from the system at 
optimal times of the season. Overall the Weijers have been happy with their 
investment for numerous reasons.  
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One myth that Gray did want to dispel on farm is that by 
going organic fertiliser is not allowed.  The farm makes 
extensive use of organic certified RPR and other solid 
fertiliser with P, K and S all having easily available forms of 
fertiliser. While these require better spreading techniques 
than conventional granular products it does mean that the 
farm can remain profitable at good fertility levels. Using 
urea is not possible under organic certification so effluent 
moves from being a management problem on farm to 
“liquid gold”.  Hamish is also looking into the use of 
organic certified chook manures and composts in future for 
a nitrogen source but lack of nitrogen is not a problem at 
present.  

All in all the attendees at the field day had an enjoyable 
day away from their farms seeing different technologies.  
While we have had feedback from some (that didn’t attend) 
stating the farm systems were not relevant to them, we used 
these systems as a focus to broaden people’s views on farm 
systems.  In future we may take a more conventional focus 
to encourage a wider representation of catchment farmers, 
so if you have something worth a field trip or a topic you’d 
like covered let us know.

ICM hits the Fieldays 
Fertile Ground site 
Come and see us at our “Fertile Ground” Fieldays site in 
the entrance of the main pavilion. The ICM programme 
is a focus on our site this year and we have a short film 
playing outlining some of the participants’ views from their 
involvement in the Little Waipa ICM project. We will also 
have many factsheets available based on what we have 
learned from working with farmers in the ICM project in 
terms of improving nutrient use efficiency on farm. 

MAF and AgResearch are also project partners for this so 
bring along your questions on OVERSEER from your farm 
situation or any other questions you’d like to discuss with 
MAF such as getting involved with the Afforestation Grant 
Scheme.

The field trip attendees were taken with the tidy layout of 
the Herd Home close to the farm dairy, the ease with which 
the bunker effluent can be removed (half of the Herd Home 
bunker in between one days milking times) and the ability to 
manage cow health, comfort and feeding levels. 

The second stop of the day was to the recent Ballance Farm 
Environment awarded organic dairy farm of Gray and Marilyn 
Baldwin and sharemilkers Hamish and Jane Putt.  This farm is 
in the second year of organic conversion and already changes 
on farm are visible.  Hamish and Jane have taken over the 
daily operation of sharemilking on the property. Both the Putts 
and the Baldwins have a long term interest in seeing that 
organics work on farm with six year contracts for both organic 
milk supply and sharemilker contract on this farm.

Key differences on this farm from a conventional farm include 
a focus on maintaining good animal health as issues such 
as mastitis are harder (but not insurmountable) to treat. The 
pastures on farm have also become a focus of Hamish’s 
where he has started to sow a mixed sward of herbs and 
grasses as “herbal leys” to both harvest nutrients and water 
while providing a lush salad bowl for grazing cows. By making 
such changes the farm has less reliance on drenches and 
anthelmentics while working with the soil resources present. 
This is one focus that has just started on farm and Hamish 
believes this can go a lot further.
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In the meantime as we expand into the hydrolake 
catchment Don and Paul will continue working with you 
on farm planning this year.  From there we will assess the 
best means to launch the programme wider, and we’ll 
be talking to you about how this could be done most 
effectively. We are also keeping a watching brief on policy 
development in the wider Environment Waikato region, and 
what Iwi settlements on the river will mean in the district. 

Talk to you again soon.
Ross Abercrombie, 
Integrated Catchment Management Coordinator

External view of Weijers Herd Home          Source: Herd Homes Ltd

The field trip group assesses the use of “herbal leys” for maximising 
nutrient and water uptake while also increasing animal health.


